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Abstract: With XML becoming a promising standard for data storage, describing, transferring and 
exchanging information on the Internet, data security and privacy protection of XML become the focus 
of research in recent years. In order to achieve the authorization of legitimate user and ensure the secure 
access to sensitive information, in this paper, in the context of cloud storage, with the purpose of 
sharing sensitive XML information, a polynomial authorization scheme with Kerberos authentication 
was proposed, which was based on the users’ access purpose and privacy policy. In this scheme, first, 
Kerberos authentication was used to identify the user, and then the polynomial whose coefficients were 
from the leaf node address was used to complete the authorization of user. For the legitimate user, 
under the interaction of authorization polynomials and the global structure view, authorization matrix 
is generated dynamically, its temporary and dynamic characteristics greatly improves the security of 
the system. Finally, with the help of authorization matrix and auxiliary information tables, security 
queries were successfully completed. The experimental results show that the scheme not only 
effectively protects XML sensitive data, but also reduces the server’s storage pressure, at the same time 
it is beneficial to the rapid search and information positioning. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of information technology, the problem of network security is becoming 
more and more prominent, among which identity authentication and access authorization are 
particularly important. Since eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has been widely used in many 
enterprises and organizations for data representation and data exchange [1,2], and has been playing an 
important role in IT systems and applications, so XML’s authentication and access authorization 
become more and more important [3,4]. In general, XML data used by the enterprises and organizations 
usually contains privacy information, such as transaction data in the electronic commerce and the 
document used to record the relationship of customer in company, and some are even the core 
commercial secrets of enterprises. Therefore, how to use these XML data effectively and safely is 
becoming the research focus of current database service [5,6]. 

At present, there are a number of literatures on XML security and data privacy protection, but 
most of them have some problems: Some studies only focus on structural protection, and ignore the 
importance of content; some studies only focus on content, and ignore the influence of structure; some 
spend too much time on nodes’ authorization search, and some take up a lot of time to implement the 
storage for different access views. In fact, in a shared environment, we need a new privacy protection 
scheme, It should not only consider the structure, but also pay attention to the content, at the same time, 
it needs to improve the query efficiency and reduce the storage consumption. 

In this paper, a novel scheme is proposed, which mainly focuses on XML’s user authentication 
and authorization. The main contribution of this paper can briefly be summarized as follows: 

(1) A new XML authorization scheme based on the polynomials is proposed for the first time, and 
Kerberos authentication scheme is used to identify the user. 

(2) Under the interaction of authorization polynomials and the global structure view, authorization 
matrix is generated dynamically, its temporary and dynamic characteristics greatly improves the 
security of the system. 

(3) Transforming the user's search requirement into a search matrix, which is in conjunction 
with the user's temporary authorization matrix and conditional privilege matrix to finish the user's 
security query. 

(4) A serial of experiments result shows that the scheme not only saves the server’s storage 
space but also efficiently speeds up the security search, which is convenient to find the information 
and positioning. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing the main contribution in section 1, 
the existing access control models and privacy protection mechanisms are introduced for XML data in 
section 2. Then section 3 presents the idea and the design about the authentication and authorization. 
In section 4, the security search process is provided. In section 5, a series of experiments are carried 
out to measure the performance of the scheme. Section 6 summarizes this scheme and makes some 
suggestions for the next work. 

2. Related works 

In recent years, the demand of privacy protection warms up continuously, the domestic and 
foreign research institutions, enterprises and scholars have devoted to the research of privacy 
protection. At present, there are many privacy protection schemes for XML, most all of schemes 
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generally use data encryption, access control or digital signature technology et al. [7–18]. 

2.1. Data encryption 

In the field of database service, the most direct solution to prevent the illegally access is to encrypt 
the data. Originally, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Internet Engineering Task Force 
Internet (IETF) provide a set of XML secure protocols and technical standards to meet XML security 
requirements [14,15]. In XML encryption standard, it defines encryption granularity from three aspects. 
From encryption granularity, we found that there were two problems in this standard: (1) It was 
impossible to encrypt an ancestor node while leaving the descendants of this node unchanged. (2) 
Information leakage existed between the users. The element xenc: Encrypted data exposed the initial 
location of the plaintext, and at same time the intruder could infer the size of plaintext from the size of 
cipher text. Therefore, there may be information leakage including the position disclosure and the size 
disclosure of plaintext information. The example of encryption scheme is shown in Figure 1a, the grey 
node represents the encrypted node. In order to hide the encrypted node’s size and position, the 
literature [19] proposed XML pool encryption scheme. Its basic idea is to encrypt each node separately, 
and then move all the encrypted nodes into a pool from their original positions. In this scheme, before 
pushing the encrypted nodes into the pool, it need bind the original position information with the 
encrypted node. Because it need reconstruct the document once upon the user gets the nodes’ 
decryption keys. In XML pool encryption scheme, the moving of encrypted nodes breaks down the 
structure of XML document, which makes its reconstruction difficult and time-consuming. The 
example of this scheme is shown in Figure 1b. 

2.2. Access control 

Access control is one of effective methods to protect the privacy. Several researches have been 
done to specify a fine-grained access control on XML data. The literature [20] first proposed a 
Hippocratic XML model based on the ancestor’s authorization. In this model, it solved the problem of 
finding the nearest ancestor nodes’ authorization and proposes an efficient access control mechanism 
that used the authorization index and the nearest neighbor search technique, the example is displayed 
in Figure 1c, here, ‘+’ denotes permit and ‘−’ denotes deny. The literature [21] proposed a view-based 
access control mechanism, which was named as ViewAC. This mechanism created and maintained a 
separate view for each user, which contained exactly the set of data elements authorized to access. So 
this mechanism suffered from high maintenance and storage costs especially for a large number of 
users. Angela et al. [22] put forward a privacy model called Privacy for All (P4A). In this model, a 
privacy policy considered two major elements: Data and the purpose of use. This model offered more 
flexibility than current approaches in that it allowed unconditional and conditional access. However, 
this model only considered the leaf nodes’ authorization and ignored the protection of structure 
information. In other words, it only provided the authorization of leaf nodes and ignored the 
authorization of intermediate nodes. The literature [23] proposed a new protection mechanism based 
on the modified and enlarged theory of Shamir’s secret. It can effectively protect the core data, at same 
time, this method can effectively authenticate user’s identity. But the distributing of the secret is 
difficult and complex, which impacts on its efficiency. The literature [24] proposed a data access 
control model for individual users, through the semantic visual range of inverted XML structure is 
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realized. It extended the authority by the semantic dependency association, and obtained the XML 
view semantically dependent on inverted index. XML access control based on ontology semantic 
dependency is a difficult research direction, which need further consideration and research. 

2.3. The existing problems 

In summary, although above-mentioned methods can accomplish the protection of the underlying 
data and effectively prevent the external enemy to access the data, but there are still some problems in 
them. Like the relational database, encrypted XML document makes queries difficult, and spending 
too much time in encryption and decryption directly affects the system’s efficiency. Although many 
access control schemes have been proposed, these schemes either ignore the protection of content or 
ignore the protection of structure. In fact, an XML document needs dual protection for the content and 
the structure. Facing with the non-absolute secure environment, we need to find the better data 
protection scheme, which brings great challenges to traditional XML data protection.  
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(a) W3C XML encryption. (b) XML pool encryption (c) XML access control 

Figure 1. Examples of XML privacy protection scheme. 

3. An XML user authentication and authorization scheme 

In this section, we propose a new user authentication and authorization scheme based on the 
polynomial. Kerberos authentication is to ensure the legal identity of the user, and only legitimate user 
can obtain the corresponding authorization polynomial. Then the authorization polynomial combines 
with the global structure view to generate the temporary authorization matrix. Based on it, we can 
complete a series of security information search for XML document. 

From the structural features of XML document, we know its tree structure determines the skeleton 
of information, and the content of leaf node is the core information that need to be protected. For 
example, in an XML document that stores electronic medical records, the structure information 
represents that this is the electronic medical records, but from the content of leaf node, we can get 
detailed personal medical records including the name, address, medicine data, etc. Therefore, the 
content is the core information, but the structural characteristics of XML also determine that its 
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structure hides some useful information, so both of them need to be focused on. In this scheme, inspired 
by the idea of separating structure and content in XML document, the encoding of structure and the 
content information are stored respectively in the server, and the auxiliary information is the foundation 
of information search, with the help of them, the structure and content can be combined into useful 
information by some algorithm. 

3.1. The architecture 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of new scheme. To better present the idea of the scheme, we take 
the electronic medical records as an XML example to describe patients’ information. The system 
consists of three components: Kerberos authentication module, client module and the server module. 
Kerberos authentication module includes authentication server (AS) and ticket-granting server (TGS), 
its goal is to provide powerful authentication services for client and the server by the key system [25]. 
Client is the user who wants to get some useful information from the server. The server module is the 
core component; it is responsible for the user’s authorization and feedback of security information.  
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Figure 2. The architecture of new scheme. 

3.2. Authentication module 

Kerberos is an authentication protocol that is used to verify the identity of a user or host. It is 
widely used in many fields [26,27]. In the literature [28], it focuses on the improvement of mobile 
application security mechanism. This paper proposes a security model of mobile application which is 
based on Kerberos authentication. In this improved security model, every query request from the client 
will be authenticated by the Kerberos server, but the authentication will be different between users 
with different access purpose. In our system, Kerberos is used to identify different users. It provides a 
means of verifying the identities of principals in an open network environment [29]. The authentication 
process proceeds as follows: 
(1) Get the tgs ticket 
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A client sends a request to the AS requesting "Service Ticket" for a given server. The message 
contains client's identity IDc, TGS server’s identity IDtgs, Times and random value Nounces1. The AS 
responds with the request, the respond message contains a ticket-granting ticket (TGT) which can later 
be used with the TGS. 
(2) Get the server’s ticket 

]||||[||||
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IDNounces||TimesETicketID:CTGS

torAuthentica||Ticket||Nonces||TimesID:TGSC

tgs,c,
K
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]TS||[IDEtorAuthentica 1cKc tgsc,


 

In the second step, the client sends a request to the TGS. The client sends TGT to the TGS in the 
same manner as if it were contacting any other server, which requires Kerberos credentials. The reply 
is encrypted in the session key from the TGT. Once obtained, credentials may be used to verify the 
identity of the principals in a transaction, to ensure the integrity of messages, or to preserve privacy of 
the messages. The application is free to choose whatever protection may be necessary. 
(3) Get the server’s service 

]Seq#||Subkey||[TSE:CS

torAuthentica||Ticket:SC

2K
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]Seq#||Subkey||TS||[IDEtorAuthentica 2cKc sc,


 

The client transmits the ticket (which contains the client's identity and the TGS server’s identity 
copy of the session key, all encrypted in the server's key) to the server. The session key (now shared 
by the client and server) is used to authenticate the client, and to optionally authenticate the server. At 
the same time, it can also be used to encrypt further communication between two parties or to exchange 
a separate sub-session key to be used to encrypt further communication. The server returns the session 
key to client, and then they can further exchange all kinds of information. 

3.3. Authorization module 

This is the core module. Only the legal users can obtain the corresponding authorization 
polynomial, generate the temporary access control matrix, and obtain the security data. Here we use 
the polynomial to represent the authorization of user. Temporary access control matrix will be created 
based on his authorization polynomial and the global structure view, due to its temporary characteristic, 
temporary access control matrix not only saves the storage space, but also ensures the safety of system. 

3.3.1. Creation of global authorization polynomial and structure view 

To create the global authorization polynomial and global structure view, first we adopt the start-
end encoding to encode the whole XML document. For example, for the electronic medical records, 
the encoding example is shown in Figure 3, its detailed process is described in the literature [30,31].  
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EMR

HosName Patients

Patient Patient ……

ID Name Birth phone address Record Record

A1 Alice 1966.12 123-234 No.5 Hj NJ

DocId Depart Date Diagnose Medicine treat DocId Depart ……

……

D12 Heart Depart 2000-2-1 Arrhythmia xt capsule Be in hospital SurgeryD15

(0,8604)

(1,1) (2,8603)

(3,88) (89,174)

(4,4) (5,5) (6,6) (7,7) (8,8) (9,16) (17,24)

(10,10) (11,11) (12,12) (13,13) (14,14) (15,15) (18,18) (19,19)

People hospital

 

Figure 3. Encoding example of an XML document 

EMR

HosName Patients

Patient*

ID Name Birth phone address Record*

DocId Depart Date Diagnose Medicine treat

(0,8604)

(1,1) (2,8603)

(3,88,100)

(4,4) (5,5) (6,6) (7,7) (8,8) (9,16,10)

(10,10) (11,11) (12,12) (13,13) (14,14) (15,15)

 

Figure 4. Global structure view corresponding Figure 3. 
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In order to establish a concise and accurate summary of XML structure, we extract the global 
structure view that adopts the method named as DataGuide [32]. The extracting rule specifies that 
XML’s global structure view describe every unique label path exactly once, regardless of the number 
of times it appears in XML document. According to the DataGuide’s extracting rule, a global structure 
view corresponding to Figure 3 is displayed in Figure 4. Especially, in this figure, the node ‘Patient’ 
and the node ‘Record’ are the repeated nodes, here labeled*. 

According to the global structure view, we first establish the global polynomial equation f(x). In 
it, the degree of polynomial is decided by the number of leaf nodes, and at same time the coefficient 
of polynomial is the encoding (address) of leaf node content by the order of leaf node in global structure 
view. If a user knows the whole coefficient in the polynomial, which means he can get all the content 
in this XML document. 

For example, in Figure 4, the number of leaf nodes is 12, from left to right and from top to bottom. 
‘HosName’ is the first leaf node, whose content’s address is the coefficient a0 (encoded as 1). ‘ID’ is 
the second leaf node, whose content’s address is the second coefficient a1 (encoded as 4), and so on. 
So the global polynomial equation f(x) is Eq (1) corresponding to Figure 4. The real f(x) is Eq (2). (a0 
= 1, a1 = 4, a2 = 5, …., a11 = 15). 

 f(x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 + a5x5 + a6x6 + a7x7 + a8x8 + a9x9 + a10x10 + a11x11 (1) 

 f(x) = 1 + 4x + 5x2 + 6x3 + 7x4 + 8x5 + 10x6 + 11x7 + 12x8 + 13x9 + 14x10 + 15x11 (2) 

Correspondingly, the system will create different tailored authorization polynomials for the users 
with different access purposes. The creation rule is: (1) If the leaf node is inaccessible according to the 
user’s authorization rule, then corresponding coefficient is zero in his authorization polynomial. (2) If 
all children nodes of some node are inaccessible, we will delete this node. The deletion sequence is 
from the bottom to top and from the leaf node to this node. 

Example 1: An industrial authorized user wants to know about the diagnose information, whose 
purpose is to analyze and research the reason of diseases. His access purpose displays that he wants to 
get the information about ‘HosName’, ‘Birth’, ‘Depart’, ‘Diagnose’, ‘medicine’, ‘treat’, which means 
that he wants to get the Eq (3). However, after filtered by the protection policy, the final authorization 
polynomial is displayed in Eq (4). 

 f(x) = 1 + 6x3 + 11x7 + 13x9 + 14x10 + 15x11 (3) 

 f(x) = 6x3 + 11x7 + 13x9 + 14x10 + 15x11 (4) 

3.3.2. User authentication and generation of access control view 

In this scheme, the system will create an authorization table to record the related authorization 
information. User authorization table is showed in Table 1. 

In table 1, ‘User ID’ is system ID of the user; ‘Key’ is used to verify user’s identity, which isn’t 
the user’s password, but it can be calculated from the user’s name and password. ‘Authorization 
Polynomial’ describes the user’s authorization; f(x) represents the global authorization polynomial, 
because the polynomial coefficient is the encoding of content, so their values are different from each 
other. In addition, f(x) (a0, a1,…an) represents the limited polynomial, a0, a1… an are the denied 
coefficient, whose corresponding items should be deleted from the f(x). 
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Table 1. User authorization table. 

User name User ID Key Authorization Polynomial 

Alice 0 4532 f(x) 

Mary 12 56322 f(x)(1,5,7,8) 

Bob 34 562254 f(x)(2,6) 

Smith 78 52362 f(x)(2,6,7,8) 

… … … … 

For example: 
If 
f(x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 + a5x5 + a6x6 + a7x7 + a8x8 + a9x9 + a10x10 + a11x11    
then 
f(x) (a0, a2, a5) = a1x + a3x3 + a4x4 + a6x6 + a7x7 + a8x8 + a9x9 + a10x10 + a11x11    
then  
f(x) (a2, a6, a7, a8) = a0+ a1x + a3x3 + a4x4 + a5x5 + a9x9 + a10x10 + a11x11    

About the authorization procedure, it is displayed below:  
(1) Get the authorization polynomial 

Login in the system, if the user passes the Kerberos identity authentication, the server will return 
his corresponding authorization polynomial from the authorization table. 
(2) Generation of temporary access control view 

Based on the user’s authorization polynomial and the global structure view, the system will create 
this user’s temporary access control view. We provide some examples to explain the generation 
procedure of access control view. 

In order to create the user’s access control view, apart from the authorization polynomial, it also 
needs the global structure view. To be conveniently, we adopt the level structure to represent the global 
structure view, the level structure shows the levels and the tags in each level. Figure 5 shows the level 
structure corresponding with the global structure view in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 is the global structure view, in which every common node is labeled with (start, end), 
and the repeated node is labeled with (start, end, frequency). Figure 5a is the corresponding level 
structure of global structure view, in which every node is labeled with ‘self-start value. Parent’s-start 
value’ according to global structure view. For example, Node ‘HosName’ is in the level 1 of the global 
structure view, it is labeled with (1, 1) and its parent node ‘EMR’ is encoded as (0,8604), so in the level 
structure, Node ‘HosName’ is labeled as ‘1.0’,  ‘1’ represents itself start value, and ‘0’ is its parent’s 
start value. Node ‘Patient’ is in the level 2 of the global structure view, it is labeled with (3, 88, 100) 
and its parent node ‘Patients’ is encoded (2, 8603), so in the level structure, Node ‘Patient’ is labeled 
as ‘3.2’. In the same level, the encoding is sequential in arrangement. Root node is labeled as ‘0’, 
because it hasn’t parent node. The detailed level structure with label is displayed in the left figure of 
Figure 5a. 

Furthermore, in order to search the information conveniently, we make the level structure change 
to be access control matrix. From the encoding character in the level structure, we can know the 
encoding value is different from each other, and is increasing gradually from top to down, from left to 
right. The encoding of final leaf node has the maximum start value and maximum parent’s start value. 
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Therefore, access control matrix is created based on the encoding value of final leaf node. From the 
left figure of Figure 5a, we know that the final node’s encoding is ‘15.9’, because the encoding value 
begins from value ‘0’, so we will create a 16 × 10 matrix. In matrix, if the leaf node exists in the level 
structure, then its value is 1, otherwise is 0. 

0

1.0 2.0
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4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3 8.3 9.3

10.9 11.9 12.9 13.9 14.9 15.9

The number of levels :5
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2
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4

1

16*10
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.

... 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ... 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

 
(a) The global structure view and its corresponding level structure. 
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0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ... 0 1

0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

0

1.0 2.0

3.2

4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3 8.3 9.3

10.9 11.9 12.9 13.9 14.9 15.9

f(x)(1,5,7,8)

 

 
(b) Access control view corresponding to example 1. 

Figure 5. Creation procedure of of access control view. 
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For example, in Figure 5a, left figure is the level structure, whose node has been encoded with 
(self-start, parent’s-start). The root node ‘0’ is saved in [0,0] in the matrix, its value is 1. Node 
‘HosName’ (1.0) is saved in [1,0], Node ‘Patients’ (2.0) is saved in [2,0], …., ‘Medicine’ (14.9) is 
saved in [14, 9], and ‘treat (15.9) is saved in [15, 9]. By this method, we complete the creation of access 
control matrix, transforming the level structure to be an access control matrix. The matrix stands for 
the user’s access control view. The result matrix is the right figure in Figure 5a. 

So far, we know the global structure view is corresponding with the level structure one to one. 
Now we know the global structure view is changed into an access control matrix. The following section, 
we will provide some examples to describe the process about how user’s authorization polynomial to 
change to be an access control matrix. 

Example 1: As an industrial registered user Mary, she wants to research the disease situation in 
different age based on all the electronic records. After the identity authentication, the system will 
provide her the global structure view and her authorization polynomial according to her user ID. 

For example, Mary gets the authorization polynomial f(x) (1,5,7,8) and the global structure view 
(corresponding with the level structure). Then her authorization process is showed in Figure 5b. 

In Figure 5b, left figure is the level structure corresponding to the global structure view. The 
middle figure is the tailored level structure according to Mary’s authorization polynomial f(x) 
(1,5,7,8), in this figure, based on the f(x) (1,5,7,8), the system will delete corresponding node just as 
start value is 1,5,7,8. Right figure is her access control matrix corresponding to the middle tailored 
level structure. In Figure 5b, the below figure is Mary’s real access control view corresponding to 
access control matrix. 

3.3.3. The other auxiliary information tables 

In order to complete the information search, the system must contain some core information tables, 
the main structure encoding table, the content table, etc. 

The structure encoding table is displayed in Table 2 corresponding to Figure 3. The first column is 
the encoding of all the nodes. The leaf node content is displayed in Table 3 corresponding to Figure 3. 
In this table, the first column is the content encoding of all leaf nodes in whole XML document, and 
the second is the specified leaf node’s content. Here, because the leaf node’s start value is equal to its 
end value, so we take its start value to encode the leaf node’s content, which is just like the address of 
content, by this encoding, we can obtain the content. For example, in Figure 4, the leaf node ‘Name’ 
is encoded as (5, 5), then we label this node’s content is ‘5’, through this digit 5, we can obtain the 
content ‘Alice’. 

In the use of XML document, it has many repeated nodes with same structure, although the 
repeated nodes occur only once in global structure view, the content of repeated nodes’ is very 
important. So in order to protect the content and link all the structure and content information we use 
start-end encoding to encode all the nodes, and take the leaf node encoding as the content’s address. 
Thus, in the processing of search, we can calculate other repeated leaf node content encoding based on 
the first leaf node encoding in global structure view. We assume that R [0] is the first repeated node, 
its encoding is (p, q). The repeated node R[i]’s encoding is labeled (m, n), then its calculation formula 
is present in Eq (5):  
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In this formula, i = 0, 1, 2, 3…., it is the order of repeat node. About the detailed start-end encoding 
is shown in the literature [30]. 

Table 2. Structure information table. 

Encoding (Structure view) Node Name 

(0, 8604) EMR 

(1, 1) HosName 

(2, 8603) Patients 

(3, 88, 100) Patient 

(4, 4) ID 

(5, 5) Name 

(6, 6) Birth 

… … 

Table 3. Leaf nodes’ content table. 

Encoding Content 

1 People hospital 

4 A1 

5 Alice 

6 1966.12 

7 123–234 

…… …… 

In Table 2, it has two types of encoding, two value encoding is the ordinary node and the 3 value 
encoding is the repeated node. For example, ordinary node ‘HosName’ is encoded as (1, 1), and 
repeated node “Patient” is encoded as (3,88,100), digit 3 is the start value, digit 88 is the end value, 
and digit 100 is the number of repeat. With the help of encoding, the content is linked with its encoding 
(named address). In the server side, the content stored in disorder, even if the attacker gets the content, 
he can’t link other information and get the meaningful information, so it is meaningless. 

For safety considerations, the content table is saved in a confused form. The detailed search 
process about repeated structured nodes’ content is described in literatures [31]. 

4. The search process of information 

Depending on the global structure view, all the information tables, the authentication and 
authorization method, the system can deal with all kinds of user’s search requirements. Because the 
access control view of user is changed into an access control matrix, so in the process of information 
search, the user’s search requirement also can be representing as a search matrix, from this point we 
can conclude that the search process is a procedure of matrix calculation. The detailed search procedure 
is shown in Figure 6a. 
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(a) Procedure of the search request. 
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(b) DTD view, access view, level structure and corresponding access matrix. 

Figure 6. The procedure of information processing. 

For example 1: In order to simplify the describing process, here considering to use DTD to express 
access view in an electronic record document, assume that DTD view is in below: 

<!ELEMENT Patient (address, Record*)> 
<!ELEMENT Record (diagnose, treat, date)> 

Root node is ‘Patient’, it has two son nodes ‘address’ and ‘Record’, further node ‘Record’ has 
three son nodes ‘diagnose’, ‘treat’, and ‘date’, its DTD view, access view and corresponding access 

Algorithm: Search Procedure 

Input: ID, password, req     Output: Result 

1. variant Handle Search ( )   // Running in the server 

2. {   Matrix M, A, B, C, R; 

3.     int fx[50][50];        //two-dimension array to save the global polynomial f(x) 

4.     string req, condition;   //the user’s search request, here it uses Xpath language 

5.     variant result;         //the search result 

6.     while listening ( )      //always listening the user’s request 

7.     {  if (Verify Authen (ID, password)= = true)         // verify the identity and get the authorization 

8.        {      Parse_Request (req);                   //parsing the user’s Xpath request 

9.               Prepare_ And_ Adjust (req);             //Preparing and adjust the Xpath request 

10.               A = Trans_To_Matrix (req);              //Change request to be search matrix A 

11.               B = Create_Access_Control_Matrix (f(x), M);  //Create access control matrix B 

12.                         If (the system has secure condition) 

13.             {    C = Trans_To_Matrix (condition);    //Change condition to be matrix C 

14.                  R = Calculate_Matrix (A,B,C);       //Calculate the result and save in matrix R 

15.            } 

16.           else  R = Calculate_Matrix Conditon (A,B); //calculate the result and save in matrix R 

17.           result = Combine_Result (R);                   //Integrate the search result 

18.           return result; 

19.        } 

20.    } 

21. } 
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control matrix are displayed in Figure 6b. 
The DTD view’s corresponding access control matrix is ‘B’ in Eq (6). Here we choose XPath [33] 

as the structured query language, if a user submitted the XPath request ‘Patient[0]/address’, his 
corresponding search matrix is A, assume that the conditional privilege matrix is C, and the search 
result is R, the calculate function is in Eq (6). Here, ‘*’ represents ‘and’ operation. 
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 (6) 

5. Experiments 

In order to test this scheme’s efficiency and performance, we have made a series of experiments. 
It uses Visual C++ 6.0 and Matlab mixed programming technology. In the process of parsing XML 
document, Document Object Model (DOM) [34] is used to gain the nodes and leaf nodes’ content 
information. In the experiments, we choose four kinds of real test dataset [35]. In the test dataset, the 
maximum size is 2190 KB, the minimum size is 5 KB. The maximum node number is 48002, and the 
minimum node number is 127. The maximum depth of XML document tree is 5, and the minimum 
depth of XML document tree is 3. The number of leaf nodes ranges from 101 to 40001. The detailed 
dataset information is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Test dataset information. 

Number Dataset name Size Node number Depth Leaf nodes number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Nation.xml 

Ubid.xml 

Customer.xml 

partsupp.xml 

5 KB 

20 KB 

504 KB 

2190 KB 

127 

342 

13502 

48002 

3 

5 

3 

3 

101 

275 

12001 

40001 

At present, in almost all XML access control models and privacy protection schemes, the storage 
space, the compression ratio, search time and security degree are often used to evaluate new model’s 
performance. In them, the security degree is the primary goal, while query time is a secondary factor, 
and the final storage space is one of the factors to judge the advantages and disadvantages of the 
scheme. In order to evaluate the performance of this new scheme, ViewAC’s approach [21] and Matrix 
storage method [30] are compared with ours.  

5.1. The storage space 

Theoretically, we can analyze that in ViewAC’s scheme, it creates and maintains many separate 
different XML documents for different purpose’s users, which contain exactly the set of data elements 
authorized to access, so as the number of different users increases, the demand for storage space 
becomes larger. Consequently, this scheme suffers from high maintenance and storage costs. 
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In Matrix storage scheme, it transforms access view into different storage matrix, so for different 
purpose’s users, we only need to save the matrix message for different user, so as the number of 
different users increases, the need for storage will slowly increase, but not much, which has very low 
storage costs.  

In our polynomial scheme, we use the polynomial to represent the authorization, and create the 
temporary access control view to help the user, so the temporary storage more effectively saves the 
space than other schemes. 

In the experiments, we test and obtain the size of storage space in several different views. The 
comparison of storage space in several different views respectively are shown in Figure 7a–f, the 
horizontal abscissa digit stands for the test document number in Table 4, and the vertical abscissa digit 
stands for the storage space, whose basic unit is KB. 

From the experiment data and the result, we know that in ViewAC’s scheme, its space size is the 
size of entire XML document, which only saves one view for one type of user. For the test document 
Nation.xml, in one view, ViewAC’s storage space is 5 KB, in two views, ViewAC’s storage space is 9 
KB, and it serves two different types of users, two different types of documents are cut from the original 
document. In three views, its storage space grows to 12 KB and it is 23 KB in four views. In ten views, 
its storage space grows to 45 KB and it is 85 KB in twenty views.  

For the test document partsupp.xml, in one view, ViewAC’s storage space is 2190 KB; in two 
views, ViewAC’s storage space is 3604 KB. In three views, its storage space grows to 4328 KB and it 
is 5200 KB in four views. In ten views, its storage space grows to 17450 KB and it is 39004 KB in 
twenty views. The same analysis is in Matrix and our new polynomial scheme. In a word, from the 
storage space, it shows that ViewAC’s storage space is growing greater than matrix and polynomial 
schemes’, with the increase of different users, ViewAC’s storage space follows the rapid growth, and 
our polynomial scheme has obviously low storage costs. 

5.2. The compression ratio 

The compression ratio is another factor to evaluate the scheme. It is similar to the storage space, 
the ratio value is from the calculation in storage space data, but they are slightly different, which 
reflects another size of the problem. 

Compression ratio is the ratio of size after compression to size before compression. For example, 
a shared XML document, if its source size is 5 KB, and its size is 4 KB after compression, so 
compression ratio is: 4 KB/5 KB × 100% = 80%. 

Here we take matrix scheme as an example, it uses different matrix to save different access control 
view. Therefore, with the increasing of different users, its space storage is also slowly increasing. With 
regard to compression ratio, we compare three schemes using same test dataset. The data source is 
from Figure 7 and the ratio value is displayed in Table 5. 

From the data, we know that for Nation.xml its compression ratio is from 100 to 80% in ViewAC 
scheme, the ratio is from 65 to 10% in Matrix scheme, and the ratio is from 52 to 1% in our new 
scheme. For Ubid.xml its value is from 100 to 80% in ViewAC scheme, the value is from 68 to 9% in 
Matrix scheme, and the value is from 73 to 4% in our new scheme. The same analysis is for 
customer.xml and cartsupp.xml documents. Accordingly, can conclude that our new scheme has a 
good compression ratio. 

In a word, for ViewAC’s scheme, the number of different users has the greatest impact, and 
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others have less influence, with the increasing of different users’ number, its space storage is growing 
quickly, so its compression ratio is very high. For matrix scheme, it uses different matrix to save 
different access control view. Consequently, with the increasing of different users, its space storage 
is also slowly increasing, and its compression ratio is slowly reducing. In our polynomial scheme, 
because only a global structure view is saved in the server, so in whatever conditions and in different 
views, the server can create different temporary access control view for different user, but these 
temporary access control views are not be saved, so its storage space is always constant. It means 
that our scheme has obviously low storage costs and low compression ratio especially with the 
increasing in the number of different users. 

(a) Storage space in one view. (b) Storage space in two views. 

(c) Storage space in three views. (d) Storage space in four views. 

(e) Storage space in ten views. (f) Storage space in twenty views. 

Figure 7. Compare of storage space in different views. 

5.3. The execution time 

In order to judge the query efficiency of the scheme, we test the execution time from two aspects:  
(1) The resolution time for XML document; 
(2) the specific search time. 
Parsing XML document is the first pre-processing step before searching the information. After 

parsing XML document, all the different nodes are encoded according to above labeling scheme, and 
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all the content is saved in the content table according to its encoding. Finally, the sever will save all 
kinds of structure encoding table, content table, etc. In the experiment, DOM technology is used to 
parse XML documents. The detailed resolution time about test XML documents is list in Table 6. 

Table 5. Compare in space compression ratio to test dataset. 

Number Dataset Name Scheme Name 1 2 3 4 10 20 

1 Nation.XML 

ViewAC 

Matrix 

Ours 

100% 

48% 

52% 

90% 

36% 

26% 

80% 

27% 

2% 

95% 

65% 

1% 

90% 

10% 

5% 

85% 

12% 

3% 

2 Ubid.xml 

ViewAC 

Matrix 

Ours 

100% 

68% 

73% 

85% 

54% 

36% 

83% 

43% 

24% 

94% 

44% 

18% 

93% 

39% 

7% 

80% 

9% 

4% 

3 Customer.xml 

ViewAC 

Matrix 

Ours 

100% 

48% 

52% 

92% 

35% 

26% 

89% 

27% 

17% 

98% 

40% 

13% 

97% 

38% 

5% 

94% 

7% 

3% 

4 Partsupp.xml 

ViewAC 

Matrix 

Ours 

100% 

60% 

58% 

82% 

48% 

30% 

66% 

39% 

20% 

59% 

17% 

15% 

80% 

13% 

6% 

89% 

7% 

3% 

Table 6. Resolution time of XML documents. 

Number Dataset name size Depth Resolution time (sec) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Nation.xml 

Ubid.xml 

Customer.xml 

Partsupp.xml 

5 KB 

20 KB 

504 KB 

2190 KB 

3 

5 

3 

3 

0.055664 

0.078755 

1.414248 

96.765422 

In this part, we also test and obtain the search time from the following aspects: (1) The query 
result tree is a single leaf node without any constraint condition. (2) The query result tree is the repeated 
sub tree without constraint condition. (3) The query result tree is a single leaf node with constraint 
condition. (4) The query result tree is the repeated sub tree with constraint condition. 

In this experiment, we compare matrix scheme with our polynomial scheme from the search time. 
In Table 7, XPath is used as the structured query language. ‘Condition’ column refers to the special 
condition of the query, as mentioned before the system has some conditional privilege, which is 
represent as the privilege access. In the procedure of test it is from different aspect and different 
position to test the efficiency. 

From the experiment result, we can conclude that our polynomial scheme speeds up the search 
efficiency for the large XML document, especially with repeated structure in most cases, and it is 
convenient to find the corresponding information. Combined with the test document and the 
document’s features, we can conclude that the number of leaf nodes and the structure of XML 
document have the greatest influence in query time, the result tree’s position in XML document has 
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greater influence, and the others’ influence is relatively small. In some circumstance, the search 
condition also can cause a certain fluctuation for the execution efficiency. 

Table 7. Search time of test XML documents. 

Number Dataset Name XPath Condition
Matrix Method 

Search time(sec) 

Polynomial Method 

Search time(sec) 

1 Nation.xml 

T[10] 

T/N_COMMENT 

/table/T[5]/N_NAME 

/table/T[24]/N_REGIONKEY 

N 

N 

Y 

Y 

0.058062 

0.029287 

0.046891 

0.062530 

0.041907 

0.031675 

0.039087 

0.065283 

2 Ubid.xml 

memory 

/root/listing[10] 

/root/listing/auction_info 

/root/listing/item_info/description

N 

Y 

Y 

N 

0.043862 

0.091287 

0.066891 

0.072532 

0.066235 

0.106812 

0.075690 

0.098834 

3 Customer.xml 

T[1500] 

T/C_COMMENT 

/table/T[0,1000]/ C_ADDRESS 

/table/T[0,100]/ MKTSEGMENT

N 

Y 

N 

Y 

23.380162 

0.912387 

18.236891 

13.132530 

20.120132 

0.665601 

12.236891 

10.156790 

4 partsupp.xml 

T[4000] 

PS_COMMENT 

/table/T[0,1200]/ PS_AVAILQTY

/table/T[0,8000]/ S_SUPPLYCOST

N 

N 

Y 

Y 

75.238062 

21.491287 

40.236891 

55.132530 

70.897015 

16.569018 

35.345906 

50.098534 

Table 8. Comparison about security degree. 

Security Standpoint ViewAC Scheme Matrix Scheme Our Scheme 

Structure Security 

Content Security 

Security Authentication 

No consider 

No consider 

No consider 

Consider 

Consider 

No consier 

Consider 

Consider 

Consider 

5.4. The security 

From the security standpoint, we compare and analyze the security degree from the structure 
security, content security and security authentication. In ViewAC scheme, it only considers to create 
different document for different purpose’s user from the viewpoint of access security. It takes the 
document as a protection object, not considers the protection of structure and content, and not considers 
security authentication, so this scheme is coarse. In Matrix scheme, it separates the document’s 
structure and content, and prevents the intruder’s unauthorized access with a certain extent, but it lacks 
of security authentication. In polynomial scheme, it considers all the aspects including the structure 
security (creating the temporary access control view), content security (saving it in a confused table), 
and security authentication (adopting the polynomial to verify his identity). At the same time, the 
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scheme skillfully adopt the polynomial to represent the authorization, it also can help the user verify 
his identity. The analysis and comparison about security degree is shown in Table 8. 

From the security standpoint, we know that our polynomial scheme takes into account all kinds 
of security factors, it includes the authentication, structure security and content security, and a good 
access structure is established to achieve a certain degree of security. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a new XML user authentication and authorization scheme. It uses the 
polynomial to indicate the user’s authorization. On the other hand, this polynomial also is used to 
verify the user’s identity to finish the authentication. Temporary access control matrix based on the 
global access control view and authorization polynomial can speed up the process of data access and 
ensure the access security. In the experiments, we test this scheme’s storage costs, space compression 
ratio and execution efficiency, the experiment result shows that this scheme has low storage costs, low 
compression ratio and high execution performance. 

At present, almost all the schemes are based on the hypothesis that the database is running in a 
trusted server. With the development of cloud services, database service provider is no longer a fully 
trusted entity, even itself may be a potential enemy. In the face of non-absolute secure database server, 
it brings great challenges to traditional database protection method. Therefore, we still need to find 
another good data protection scheme and good search algorithms for XML document [36–41]. 
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